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African-American Studies
continues to raise fists high
BY ALYSON CHUYANG & HUAN XUN CHAN, STAFF WRITER & NEWS EDITOR

F

rom the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. to
the protest of Tommie Smith and John Carlos, the
political turmoil of 1968 boiled over to San Jose
State after San Francisco State instructor George Mason
Murray was unceremoniously fired.
Fifty years ago, San Jose State students and faculty
pushed to establish an African-American Studies
department to ensure that its students could learn about
the culture and history behind a race.
In February 1970, a semester after the department
was founded, then-Associated Students President
James Edwards told the Spartan Daily, “I think
we’ll move truly toward a situation where
Blacks feel comfortable.”
In 1968, Murray taught introductory
English classes for 400 students, until
he was ordered by then-California
State University Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke to resign on Oct. 31. Dumke
suspended Murray after alleging that
he encouraged black students arm
themselves at school for self defense.

Then-SFSU President Robert D. Smith defended
Murray’s ability to teach and fought to keep the instructor,
who was also a member of the Black Panther Party.
Ultimately, Murray was never welcomed back to the
campus. His tenure that was cut short pushed many
San Francisco State students to question whether their
university supported black students and instructors.
Because of the social and political unrest caused by
Murray’s suspension, San Francisco State pushed for the
official establishment of a black studies department.
The college had already announced a black studies
department on Sept. 18, 1968, but it was not fully
functioning until courses were approved by the CSU
chancellor on Nov 14, 1968 following the protests.
San Francisco State became the first college and
university that established a department for black studies.

Issues arise close to home
Back on the San Jose State campus, students were not
only dealing with the shared grief of Murray never being
reinstated, but also an issue of their own.
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Dean praises
study abroad
program
By Victoria Franco
STAFF WRITER

San
Jose
State
implemented a study abroad
requirement for the College of
Health and Human Sciences,
which took effect between
fall of 2015-18, depending on
the department.
The program started as a
pilot two and a half years ago
when incoming dean Mary
Scotton decided it would
be essential for students
to receive an educational
experience
outside
the classroom.
Scotton’s goal is to
eventually
have
the
requirement implemented
for all majors across campus.
According
to
the
SJSU website, in order to
successfully meet the study
abroad
requirements,
students must travel outside
the U.S. The program also
must be at least nine days
and students must receive
academic credit.
For summer sessions,
students have the option

to pick from 24 facultyled programs, depending
on which program peaks
their interest.
Public relations senior
Bailey Faustina traveled
to Costa Rica for her
international
studies
experience over winter break
last year.
“What I noticed was that
people are really open to
questions about if they liked
living there, why they moved
there and if they were treated
different,” said Faustina.
Faustina dove into a new
country where, although she
may not have understood
everything they said, she was
able to take away life lessons
she said would remain with
her throughout her life.
“In Costa Rica they say
‘Pura Vida’ which means
whatever is gonna happen is
gonna happen, and that kind
of helped me when it came
to finding a job,” she said. “It
helped me be less stressed
REQUIREMENT | Page 2

San Jose State
recently banned
motorized
scooters as a
result of
individuals
leaving
scooters in
the middle of
walkways and
other disruptive
areas.
CINDY CUELLAR | SPARTAN DAILY

Scooter injuries persist
By Cindy Cuellar
STAFF WRITER

Motorized scooters could reduce
the time it takes to make it to class,
but it increases the risk of falling and
sustaining serious injury.
Things took a turn for the worst for
film and video production senior Kyle
Williams when he recently grabbed a
Lime scooter in a rush to get home.
Williams went full speed,
more than 10 miles per hour, to
get away from the rain and took
an sharp turn that threw him off
the scooter.
He landed hard on his right
shoulder, causing his head to jerk

When I hit the ground
I actually couldn’t feel
anything . . . I literally
couldn’t move my legs,
my arms or anything in
my body.
Kyle Williams
film and video production senior

back and bounce on the pavement.
“When I hit the ground I actually
couldn’t feel anything . . . I literally

couldn’t move my legs, my arms or
anything in my body,” said Williams.
“I was beginning to think that this is
was how the rest of my life was going
to be. I was going to be that guy
who got paralyzed from a fucking
Lime scooter.”
Williams said he slowly picked
himself from the ground as his body
“was rebooting from the head down.”
But, he did not visit the emergency
room until next day where he was
diagnosed with a fracture to his
mastoid, the back of the temporal
bone and a ruptured eardrum.
Williams thought it was a good idea
for Bird to program its scooters to
SAFETY | Page 2
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SJ plans for free internet

SAFETY

By Adam Yoshikawa

shut off after a certain time in
the night to discourage riders
who have been drinking from
riding in potentially hazardous
conditions.
Multiple doctors at the Student
Health Center have tended to
injuries related to motorized
scooters.
“This year, the Student Health
Center has seen multiple injuries
related to electric scooters,” said
Barbara Fu, a physician at the
health center. “These injuries
have included sprains, fractures,
concussions and lacerations
requiring stitches.”
Mayor Sam Liccardo proposed
on Dec. 6, 2018 to enforce
geofence technologies, which are
perimeters for scooters to reduce
collisions and create a safer area
for both the driver and others
around them.
“As accounts of injurycausing collisions mount, it has
become increasingly clear that
micro-mobility requires more
innovation to ensure safety in
a public environment” stated
Liccardo in a Dec. 6
press release.
He emphasizes in a
Feb. 17 letter that stated electric
scooters should not be banned
and they actually benefit the
transportation ecosystem as long
as safety is prioritized.
Some companies such as

$750 per pole to install a small
cell antenna.
The total fund will be around
Mayor Sam Liccardo plans $2.2 million each year and that
to bring Wi-Fi to 50,000 homes money will be used toward
and 95,000 residents in the next supplying both homes and schools
10 years.
according to ABC7 News.
“Free internet? That sounds
great! Someone like myself who
needs to get their homework done,
that just sounds great,” said English
junior Eric Perez.
The city plans to install small
devices on light poles across
San Jose.
According to the city, the
installation will be funded an
estimated $24 million under the
“Digital Inclusion Fund.” The
initiative will be one of the largest
of its kind.
According to the city, this fund
Eric Perez
will be supported by the fees the
English junior
city charges to wireless providers,
according to the city.
“It is always a good day when we
Download
and
upload
can expand technology options in speeds will meet the Federal
the capital of Silicon Valley while Communications Commission’s
ensuring that no resident of our definition of broadband at
city will be left on the wrong side 25 megabits per second and
of the digital divide,” Liccardo said 3 megabits per second.
in an interview with ABC7 News
McPeak went on to say that other
on Feb. 13.
cities should replicate San Jose’s
Sunne
Wright
McPeak, model of connecting the city to
president and CEO of nonprofit free Wi-Fi.
California Emerging Technology
Other cities charge hundreds of
Fund, said the initiative will dollars for small device installations.
cost wireless companies such as
Part of the initiative includes
Verizon, AT&T and T-Mobile using neighborhood libraries to
STAFF WRITER

Free internet? That
sounds great! Someone
like myself who needs
to get their homework
done, that just
sounds great.

REQUIREMENT
Continued from page 1
and realize I don’t need to
be as worried about the
small things.”
Ruth Huard, dean of the
College of Professional and
Global Education, explained
that the College of Health
and Human Sciences was the
first program to add the study
abroad requirement.
“In our college we do believe
every student should have a
viable opportunity to study
abroad,” Huard said. “We know
that it may be challenging to
make a requirement across
the board because sometimes
there is a concern that study
abroad can delay graduation.”
By having the program
start off slowly, the College
of Professional and Global
Education can ensure it is
able to adequately address
challenges and concerns made
by students.
“We are not looking at the
most expensive places to study,
we try to get reduced rates like
staying at a dorm rather than
staying at a hotel,” said Huard.
Faustina paid for her
trip to Costa Rica with
money raised from her
GoFundMe campaign.
“I could see how it is hard

on students and I know a lot of
students don’t have financial
aid or their parents aren’t
going to want to help them,”
Faustina said.
Lauren Welch, academic
counselor at the College of
Health and Human Sciences,
stated that students can benefit
greatly from meeting the
requirement in various aspects
of their educational careers.
“It’s a little harder to travel
. . . when you have more
obligations and responsibilities
and when you start working
full time,” said Welch. “It is
a great experience to leverage
when applying to grad school
or when interviewing for a
new job because we are in an
increasingly global society.”
Huard stated that another
reason the university wants
students to study abroad is
so they can witness that the
opportunities and problems
the United States faces are not
the same around the world.
“Our goal is to have our
students have that global
perspective to understand
the issues, challenges and the
opportunities for what you
are studying here and what it
means to be a citizen of other
worlds,” said Huard.

teach 5,000 students per year how
to code with after-school sessions.
Computer science majors at
San Jose State University often
struggle with Wi-Fi and can be
seen camping outside libraries, fast
food restaurants and many other
Wi-Fi enabled establishments in
order to complete their work.
But San Jose isn’t the first city to
install free Wi-Fi. Houston, Texas
has implemented a similar project.
According to the Houston
Chronicle, the city of Houston did
a similar project with Comcast
in residents’ homes and turned
50,000 Wi-Fi routers into public
hotspots all around its city in 2014.
According to the 2017 U.S.
Census, San Jose has a population
of over one million residents.
Residents in Houston were
offered $8 to rent standard issue
routers by Comcast.
Homeowners
nervous
about their private home
routers
becoming
hotspots
can disabled them. Unlike the
5G antennas soon to be installed
on light poles across San Jose.
“We need internet nowadays.
Sometimes it’s hard to get internet,
some places have free internet. We
always use it,” said public health
freshman Christian Rabe.
Follow Adam on Instagram
@yoshi_kawa_

Follow Victoria on Twitter
@ayeeevickyy
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Lime have tutorials on how
to safely use the scooters on
their websites.
“We’ve made safety and proper
parking our #1 priority,” Lime’s
website stated.
Lime illustrates on their
website how to wear a helmet,
park properly by the curbside,
follow traffic laws, be mindful
of road obstructions and to
use hand signals while using
motorized scooters.
SJSU officials have recently
restrcted motorized scooters
because students were not
parking curbside and leaving
the devices in disruptive areas
on campus.
Areas within Santa Monica
Pier already have restricted
speed zones enacted that
would decrease the top
speed of motorized scooters
to take into account the high
foot traffic.
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Samsung reveals a flip phone in 2019
By Adam Yoshikawa
STAFF WRITER

On Feb. 20 Samsung
unveiled its new Galaxy
Fold phone with foldable
screen technology. The
company is calling this
technology the Infinity
Flex Display.
The phone has a tabletsized screen that can
be folded up to fit in a
consumer’s pocket.
“How’d they do that?
That’s actually pretty sick,”
said undeclared sophomore
Arthur Hoang.
Samsung demonstrated
this new technology in a
disguised fashion. Lights
were dimmed in order to
protect element designs
during
the
company’s
developer
conference
on Feb. 20 according to
Justin Denison, senior vice
president of mobile product
marketing.
Denison said, “There’s a
device inside here. And it
is stunning.”
The Galaxy Fold is a
candy bar-sized phone
with immense capabilities.
The company has been
working on its foldable
7.3-inch
Infinity
Flex
Display OXGA+ resolution
for months.
The phone also has
six camera lenses, is 5G
enabled, an external 4.6 inch
HD + AMOLED display and
wireless PowerShare with its
4,380 mAh [milliamp hour]
battery.
OXGA+ and AMOLED are
both new screen technologies
that will be light sensitive,
making the displays more

vibrant with the 16,777,216
of colors it provides,
according to Samsung.
Not to mention the
Galaxy Fold’s whopping
512GB storage and 12G of
RAM make for an endless
amount of app, photo and
music storage possibilities.
Three days ago, Samsung
released a four-minute
video of all of its capabilities
and features. It shows a user
accessing common apps
such as Instagram, Google,
maps and video calling.
You may use up to three
apps simultaneously, using
something Samsung calls
Multi Window.
The video depicts App
Continuity, which enables
users to seamlessly go
from using an app on the
external screen to the large
internal display.
This makes phone use a
whole new experience aside
from being able to fold its
display down the middle.
“Google is also officially
supporting
these
new
foldable
devices
with
Android and it’s working
closely with Samsung,”
according to technology
website The Verge.
“Google is providing
guidance for developers to
start using existing features
that are built into Android
to support these foldable
displays.” according to
The Verge.
Samsung says it will
be able to start mass
production of the Infinity
Flex Display in a “matter of
months,” according to The
Verge.
However, Samsung is not

PHOTO COURTESY OF SAMSUNG

Samsung CEO DJ Koh unveils the Galaxy Fold for the first time at the Galaxy Unpacked Conference on Feb. 20.

the only company dabbling
in this new technology.
Microsoft is working on
a multiscreen device as well
named Andromeda.
Panos
Panay,
chief
product
officer
for
Microsoft, revealed that a
pocketable Surface device
is “absolutely my baby,”
according to technology
website Digital Trends
in 2018.
Huawei
has
also

produced
a
foldable
screen phone rivaling the
Galaxy Fold.
Priced at $1,980, you
cannot find Samsung’s
Galaxy Fold in stores yet.
According to The Verge,
Samsung said it wants to
give its viewers a personal
“viewing experience.”
“At the beginning of
April we’ll have a full press
event,” said Kate Beaumont,
director of product, services

and commercial strategy at
Samsung UK to CNN.
The press event will
provide a closer look at the
handset and will be held
a couple weeks before the
phone’s release.
The Galaxy Fold will also
be available in multiple
colors for users to enjoy
and personalize.
“It looks pretty cool
except $2,000 is a little too
much for a phone,” said

political science sophomore
Ulises Ramos-Ramirez.
“I would rather just buy
a laptop for school, maybe
buy another car with [that]
amount of money.”
Presales have already
begun for the phone’s
release and the product
is expected to hit stores
April 26.
Follow Adam on Instagram
@yoshi_kawa_
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Program celebrates black history
Throughout 50 years of educating students, the African-American Studies department
continues to convey the stories of important black historical activists and their struggle
Summer 1970:
Roots – Jeffries held faculty-led within the U.S.
and to African countries

1973:
Nov. 1, 1968:

Name changed –“Black Studies” to
“Afro-American Studies”

Fired – Black Panther member George Mason
Murray is suspended from his teaching position
at San Francisco State, which sparks action.

December 1973:
Growth – Statistics shows expansion
1,000 to 1,500 students enrolled,
20 full-time professors and 35 courses

Nov. 13, 1968:
First Black Studies Department in the
country at San Francisco State

Nov. 22, 1968:
Strike – Students demand game cancellation
because of black discrimination in Brigham
Young University
December 1968 - February 1969:
OFFICIAL DATE OF SJS BLACK
STUDIES DEPARTMENT
ANNOUNCED FOR FALL 1969

Oct. 3, 1969: (picture above)

Oct. 11-14, 1974: (picture below)

First semester for Black Studies
First department chairman: Leonard Jeffries
“We want to develop skills in the black student
to survive in other areas besides Black Studies.”
First Black Studies class schedules: 17 courses
instructed by 10 faculty members
Number of students enrolled: 60

Interim chair of department: Gerald LaBrie
Department to be incorporated into the
School of Humanities and the Arts
Plans:
Major and minor programs to be offered
Prepare for about 200 enrollments
Search for a permanent department chairman and five faculty members to teach 20
class sections
Proposal to be submitted to CSU for final
approval

Students protest for possible firing of
Afro-American Studies assistant professor,
Robert G. Walker. He was claimed to lack
of departmental committee work, student
advisement and office hours. While there was
no formal rally, student-started petitions circled
around campus supporting Walker.

October 1976:
Peak – Highest enrollment since its inception
Spring 1976: 881 students
Fall 1976: 1,016 students

February - March 1979:
May 16, 1975:

May 6, 1975: (picture above)
Rollback – More than 100 black students
protest cutbacks, one involving cuts on two
full-time faculty positions. Department would
be left with 7.5 full-time professors, which
would lead to a possible drop of about 10
classes in Afro-American Studies

ANNIVERSARY
Continued from page 1
About a week before San Jose State was set to
play against Brigham Young University on Nov.
21, the Student Council demanded to cancel
the game after learning that the university was
devoted to a religion that discriminated against
black people. A black San Jose State football
player who asked to remain unknown said
that the school claimed that “[they] can’t go to
heaven because [they’re] black.”
Because there were no actionss made
to cancel the game, 35 out of the
he
37 players on the team planned
to protest a game leading up
to the BYU game, unless
then-President Robert D.
Clark canceled it.
Instead of supporting
the players, he made it clear
that the black football players
protesting the game would lose
se
their athletic scholarship aid, because
“they are all expected to meet the obligations of
this team,” Clark said.
The Student Council pushed against these
orders and filed a temporary restraining order
against Clark and then-athletic director Robert
Bronzan. The council wanted to prevent the
withholding of scholarship aid and reasoned
that there were obvious “moral considerations
related to the fight against racial discrimination
on our campus, in our community and in
our country.”
Sheila Younge, a journalism student and
member of the Student Council, drafted a
list of demands requesting the college to take
action in issues involving the suspension of

Request – Black students present a list of
demands to San Jose State President John
Bunzel:
1. Continued independence of the AfroAmerican Studies department
2. 13 faculty positions to be hired for the
program
3. Sufficient funding for the program’s events
and activities
4. More input and hiring from black students
and faculty on decision-making committees
5. The hiring of black faculty throughout the
university

Murray and the establishment of the black
studies department.
This action not only caught the attention of
students and faculty, but it drew the American
Federation of Teachers at San Jose State to
take action.
The federation and the Students for
a Democratic Society, an on-campus
organization, rallied together with a shared
goal to ensure that minority students would
not be unfairly dropped from classes.
The “selective reduction” rule enforced
at San Jose State would alleviate class sizes
since the college was not planning on hiring
more professors. Many people were
co
concerned that admissions officials
could target minority students.
In the Dec. 16, 1968 issue
of the Spartan Daily, the
American Federation of
Teachers bought out a fullpage advertisement to shed
light on the need for an ethnic
studies department.
A month after San Francisco
State announced the departmental
status of black studies, Hobert W. Burns,
then-San Jose State academic vice president,
announced that the black studies department
was in the works to becoming a fully recognized
department. The college hoped to develop it by
the fall semester.
After planting the seeds of the department
in the spring, an ad-hoc committee of black
students and faculty discussed the perimeters
of the program. The first set of classes were
announced in the Spartan Daily in Oct. 14
1969, which listed 17 courses ranging from
“Afro-American Art” to “Black Politics and
Black Nationalism.”
In 1973, the department was renamed “Afro-

Passage of Prop. 13, which tighten state
financing, causes cutbacks in ethnic studies
departments. Possible termination occurs
for departments that “have not averaged 10
graduates per year on the undergraduate level.”

September 1979:
Imbalance – Unfair student-faculty ratios
cause anger
Being one of the smallest departments,
Afro-American Studies was assigned one of
the highest ratio, although it is one of the
smallest departments. The ratio determines
the size of classes, which higher ratio means
the classes should have more students.

American Studies,” and later in the 1980s,
the department settled on its current name,
“African-American Studies.”
“Any student who has the intellectual
courage to major in African-American Studies;
they have to swim against the grain,” said
Steven Millner, an African-American Studies
professor who had been a student at San Jose
State in 1968.
African-American Studies junior Malachi
Taylor said that despite all that the department
has achieved, there will always be a battle for
representation.
“I feel like in general, the struggle for ethnic
studies programs at all universities, look at
[San Francisco State], they had to fight, beg
and riot to get an ethnic studies program, let
alone an African-American Studies program,”
Taylor said.
African-American
are threatened

Studies

majors

The fall semester of 1982 was the
department’s hardest feat.
The Afro-American major was under
review by the then-dean of the school of
social sciences, Gerald E. Wheeler, because
the department graduated less than 10 majors
per year.
On Sept. 20, 1982, the Spartan Daily reported
that the review was ordered and three options
were presented to save the courses in the
department: offer a minor in Afro-American
studies, merge classes into another department
which would allow for a concentration in the
study or offer general education classes.
In an interview published on Nov.
8, 1982 with Carlene Young, thendepartment chair of Afro-American studies,
a month after the incident was brought

up, she explained her issues with Dean
Wheeler’s actions.
“Since the Afro-American studies
department has been here, there have been
any number of people that have felt affronted
that there are minority programs like the AfroAmerican studies department on [San Jose
State] campus,” Young said.
In November of the same year, 200
black students took to the Student Union
Amphitheatre and spoke out against the review
of the major. The rally was sponsored by the
Allied Leaders Educating and Rising Together
(ALERT), an organization that represented the
19 black student groups on campus at the time.
Aggravated by the potential of losing
their major, multiple black students spoke
with blistering words about how the issue of
review was highlighting a much larger issue
concerning the struggle for black people
in America.
Still under review, a group of six students
used symbolic demonstrations to spread
their message.
With brown paper bags over their heads and
small holes cut out for their eyes, the students
chanted outside of the meeting that discussed
the cancellation of the degree program. The
bags symbolized the stripping of their identity
if the Afro-American studies degree program
was to be terminated.
The determination of students over the
years did not diminish as the department faced
challenge after challenge.
Students stand up to discrimination
The department continued to offer courses
in African-American Studies with students
graduating from that major, but the issues
facing enrollment did not cease come the

sjsunews.com/spartan_daily
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Nov. 16, 1982:
Talk – ALERT protests Afro-American review
and meets with SJSU President Gail Fullerton
to discuss the review of Afro-American Studies
major, hoping to seek his support

Jan. 24, 1983:
Protest – Students march to save program
“We will do anything possible, we will do anything necessary.”
March 25, 1983:
Spartan Daily reports the result of review
would be announced in late April or early May
by CSU Chancellor W. Ann Reynolds

Fall 1982:

Feb. 23, 1988:

Class – New course “Black
Community Health” offered,
taught by Maria Smallwood

Shortage – Spring 1988: About 15 students enrolled in the program

Sept. 14, 1982:
Memo – Gerald E. Wheeler, dean of
the School of Social Sciences, notifies
the review for the reason lack of
majors within the degree department

Oct. 14, 1982:
Rescue – Black students collect
petition signatures on campus and
in San Jose to save the major from
termination

Nov. 11, 1982: (picture above)
Rally – 200 students protest Afro-American major review

Oct. 15, 1992:
Trim – College trims classes
Department lost full-time staff Mozelle Watson,
who was with the department for 20 years
Fall 1992: 3.5 professors teach 12 classes

Feb. 22, 2013: (picture above)
“Black Thursday” – Students rally against a
Spartan Daily opinion article titled “Black
History Month is redundant”

Feb 7, 2002:

February 1991:
Education – New course offered in Spring
1991
“Black Women Writers: Race, Culture and
Life Cycle in Cross-Cultural Perspective”:
explores the meaning and the developmental
stages of womanhood as depicted in the
fiction of outstanding black women writers

Feb. 28, 1992:
Transfer – African-American Studies moves
from School of Social Sciences to College of
Social Work to retain its departmental status.

July 2013:
Change – Department implements new program
Hardship – Sayings about department may be
"San Jose State University’s Model for Black
set to close in Spring 2014
Studies":
SJSU was the first of five universities in the
nation to adopt the program.
The program invented by department chair
Daniel E. Georges-Abeyie, talks about justice,
crime, immigrants, refugees and planning
Feb. 16, 2004:
Offended – Students protest outside Washington
Square Hall because African American studies
classes canceled because of budget cuts

INFORMATION GATHERED BY SPARTAN DAILY EDITORIAL STAFF, PAGE DESIGN BY KAYLA FLORES,

Sept. 10, 2013: (picture above)
Awareness – Students demonstrate to represent
the lack of ethnic studies courses

SOURCES: SPARTAN DAILY ARCHIVES, PHOTOS COURTESY OF SPARTAN DAILY ARCHIVES

Six years ago, in the spring of 2013, the
department struggled with low enrollment
again and students caught word that it faced
the threat of shutdown, which led students to
feel hopeless and discriminated.
On Feb. 21, 2013, the Spartan Daily ran an
opinion article titled “Black History Month
is redundant,” written by then-staff writer
Vince Ei, which caused a lot of uproar from
students in the department.
In the article, Ei wrote that Black History
Month was not needed anymore because
black people had made great strides in history
and they got a lot of recognition for it already.
“If civil rights and other accomplishments
from black Americans were blatantly
disregarded in a majority of schools in the
United States, I would be an advocate for
Black History Month,” said Ei.
He continued to say that Black History
Month has achieved the recognition it
deserves, but for people to dedicate a month
with special attention is unnecessary.
“Accomplishments should not be
celebrated with a special month, they are
celebrated with results,” Ei explained. “The
ultimate result for me being the inauguration
of President Barack Obama with which
we are already reminded of black history
every day.”
The article was published during Black
History Month and it led to black students
in the Black Student Union and Black Unity
group to rally on the silent, covert racism that
was happening at the time.
“Black Thursday” had been an event that
had taken place on campus before, and in this
particular year, it was for African-American
students to educate others on the necessity of
African-American Studies.
On Feb. 28, 2013, students gathered in the

Campus Village quad before moving to the
Tommie Smith and John Carlos statues for
the rally.
Students involved in the rally, including
Gary Daniels, the then-president of the
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity weighed in on
the purpose of the gathering.
“We did not asked to be enslaved, we
did not ask to be discriminated based on
the color of our skin, we did not ask to be
attacked by the Spartan Daily, and we did not
ask for our majors and department to be cut,”
Daniels said at the rally.
The larger issue that the rally hoped to
construe to the rest of the campus was the
lack of representation, in general, of AfricanAmerican students.
“African-American students, like myself,
strive day in and day out knowing that
we are one of, if not the only, black face in
class [and] one of the few faces on campus,”
explained Brea Watts, the then-vice president
of the Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
San Jose State journalism alumna
Alyxandra Goodwin uploaded a YouTube
video in July of the same year explaining her
thoughts about the situation after hearing
that the department may be set to close in
Spring 2014.
“We have no say in what happens with our
education, they take our money and then
make the decision,” she said in the video,
“I think this is where the students actually
need to stand up and protect the [AfricanAmerican Studies] department.”
At the time, only 10 students were
enrolled in the department, and there
were talks of combining it with the
sociology department.
Students held a demonstration in front
of Tower Hall to “mourn” the death of the

African-American Studies department, after African-American Studies, and 20 who are
learning that there were still proposals to minoring in it. This is a big increase from
cut it completely even though a campaign the 10 who were majoring in it when it
called
Acceleration
faced being cut in 2014,
raised enough money
but Taylor knows that the
to fund programs and
department can evolve
organizations such as
into more.
We’ve served hundreds, “It’s the time to take
the department.
Tombstones
and
it to the next level, the
indeed thousands,
a coffin laid in front of
department could be an
of students from all
Tower Hall with the
advocate for incoming
names of ethnic studies
backgrounds on this freshman . . . and [work]
programs to represent
with increasing the
campus, because if
the lack of support and
population of black
you think about it,
representation on campus.
students on campus,”
Because of all the
said, “It’s much more
the African-American Taylor
attention that these
than just a department,
experience is the
events
brought,
it’s much more than just
Goodwin believed that
major, I think it can
American experience. aserve
the
administration
as other avenues to
simply dropped the
students
at San Jose State.”
Steven Millner
topic of closing the African-American Studies professor
As the department
department down.
now
celebrates
its
“It would be an ugly
50th
anniversary,
move on the administration’s part when Millner reflects on the uphill battle to
black students were reclaiming their space,” obtaining this department, but how
Goodwin said in 2019 when asked about the the payoff of having it here is much
incident.
more valuable.
“People begrudged our existence because
Current department lives through they thought that we had been created out
history of adversity
of nothing except raw political pressure, and
in some respects that was true,” Millner said,
As one walks through the halls of “But you can’t sustain a unit for 50 years with
Washington Square Hall and into the small mere threats. We’ve served hundreds, indeed
nook of the African-American Studies thousands, of students from all backgrounds
department, it is important to recognize the on this campus, because if you think about
many determined students and faculty who it, the African-American experience is the
were adamant in keeping its autonomy and American experience.”
place on San Jose State campus.
Follow Alyson and Huan Xun on Twitter
Currently, the department houses
@alysoncy & @Huanxun_Chan
60 students, 40 of whom are majoring in
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Department seeks expansion
After surviving shortage of faculty, African-American Studies plans to grow master’s program

KUNAL MEHTA | SPARTAN DAILY

Aja Adams, an African-American Studies and sociology senior, and Asya Evelyn, a political science senior,
discuss Anna Julia Cooper’s “A Voice from the South” in Professor Theodorea Berry’s ethnic literature class. The
class is focuses on autobiographies of black women activists.

By Kunal Mehta
STAFF WRITER

Fifty years later, the AfricanAmerican Studies department at San
Jose State continues to be a thriving
institution that educates students in a
cross-disciplinary field.
Professor Theodorea Regina Berry,
chair of the department, said before she
arrived in August, the department was
struggling to hire lecturers.
Before the start of her tenure at SJSU,
the department only had
two full-time faculty
members – one of
which was thee
department
chair, professor
Ruth Wilson.
But according to Berry,
the California
State University
changed
itss
budget
policies,
es,
allowing the departpartment to get funding
di ffor
more classes.
“So if we had courses that we needed to offer, [the CSU] would pay for
those salaries for people to teach those
courses, directly,” Berry said.
Berry said the new funding allowed
the department to offer classes that had
been previously cut from the course
catalog, including a new online class,
Religion on the Black Community.
Many classes in the department are
cross-listed with other departments,
enticing students to clear multiple
requirements with less classes.
Vietnamese-American
lecturer Michelle Tran taught AfricanAmericans and the Development of
America’s History and Government
(AFAM, 2A and 2B), a two-part
course that includes U.S. History,
U.S. Constitution and California
Government requirements.

“The students’ motivation for taking
[AFAM 2A and 2B] is that it fulfills so
many requirements, and a lot of times
this is the students first exposure to
taking an African-American studies
course,” Tran said.
She said her students often declared
a minor in the field after taking the
introduction class.
Tran took African-American Studies
classes while she was a SJSU student
and graduated in 2010 with a minor
in the field. She cr
credits taking AfricanAmerican Studies classes with
chang
changing
her perspective
on race.
“It changed my
worldview of how
race
relations
worked in the U.S.,
and being able to
understand that
helped me understand some of the
s
social
issues that we
sti face today,” she said.
still
Da Duffel, a forensic
Dante
i
science
senior, took AFAM 2A
and 2B, explaining that he wanted to try
something different.
“I already knew African-American
history, but I learned about new culture
and history,” he said.
Berry started a new ethnic literature
class that focuses on autobiographies of
black women activists, AFAM 165. Aja
Adams, an African-American Studies
and sociology senior, said the class was
her favorite so far.
“Currently we’re reading about [Anna
Julia] Cooper, we’re going to be reading
about Angela Davis,” Adams said. “I
don’t think we’ve been able to indulge as
much as I wanted to.”
Political science senior Asya Evelyn is
also taking the class this semester.
“I wanted to learn more about black
women, I wanted to read more literature
by black women, being that it is their autobiographies,” Evelyn said. “Identifying as

a black woman myself, it was an inspiration to see these wonderful, powerful
black women.”
She said political science professor
Sarah Benson had shown her a law
review article written by a black woman,
and from then on, she became invested in
the topic.
Evelyn said after she saw it listed in
the catalog, she knew she needed to take
the course.
“Not only black women, I’d recommend [the class] to everybody,”
she said. “I think it’s important to
learn about black women’s experience
in America, and just in life, and how
she navigates in different ways and
different spaces.”
Tran said the struggle of blacks for
civil rights should be used as a road map
for the future.
“African-Americans have opened up
the doors for other ethnic groups, especially Asian-Americans, like fighting for
civil rights,” Tran said. “That’s why we’re
able to have the classrooms we have
today, with a diverse body of students.”
Looking toward the future, Berry
expressed her desire to expand the
department with the creation of a master’s program.
“I’ve had about three students who are
either recent grads or are about to graduate, who have made inquiries about the
department having a master’s program,”
Berry said.
It could take potentially two years to
implement the degree, Berry said.
Tran plans to add a new class about
“race and cybersecurity” in the fall – two
of her passions.
“My thank you is continuing the tradition – this is what I’ve learned and how
its shaped me and made such a difference
in my life,” she said. “How am I going to
pay this forward? I’m going to share what
I’ve learned.”
Follow Kunal on Twitter
@legoktm

SOURCE: SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
INFOGRAPHIC BY HUAN XUN CHAN

Future focuses on Afro-Latino studies
By Mauricio La Plante
STAFF WRITER

Race is often reduced to
the struggles and privileges
of two groups of people.
Conversations
often
focus on a “black and white
binary,” said Frank Ortega,
an
African-American
studies
lecturer
at
San Jose State.
“We’re put in these
boxes, so if I’m black and
Peruvian, I can’t transverse
that landscape as I could,”
Ortega said. “People are
perceiving me as black.”
The term Afro-Latino is
a way for people of mixed
African and Latin descent
to find a sense of autonomy
without being molded into
a simplified racial category,
according to Ortega.
More research into AfroLatino communities could
bridge the gap between
cultural
experiences,

Ortega said.
Within the last decade,
information about today’s
Afro-Latino communities
around the world has
become more accessible.
In Mexico, it wasn’t until
2015 that the country’s
mid-decade
survey
asked participants if they
identified as Black or AfroLatin, according to the Pew
Research Center.
At SJSU, students may
soon have the chance to
learn more about AfroLatinos across multiple
academic disciplines.
“It’s interesting, because
many of the engagements
I’ve had in relationship to
African-American studies
deal with the Afro-Latino
experience,” said Theodorea
Regina Berry, the chair
of the African-American
studies department.
Despite the MexicanAmerican and African-

We’re put in these boxes, so if I’m
black and Peruvian, I can’t transverse
that landscape as I could . . . People are
perceiving me as black.
Frank Ortega
African-American Studies lecturer

American Studies 25 class
being a cross-cultural course
between multiple ethnic
groups, she explained there
is no specific coursework
focused on Afro-Latinos.
Berry wants to add
classes to address the topic.
However, “Afro-Latino”
has its extents. In the
future, there could be
another term to describe
that,” Ortega said. “Race
is fluid.”
Beyond the United States
the term “Afro-Latino” is
not commonly used.
“If you go to Cuba they’re

not going to identify as
Afro-Latinos,” Ortega said.
“They’re going to identify
as Cubans.”
Michael Cheers, associate
professor of the journalism
and mass communications
department
organized
two trips to Cuba in 2012
and 2016.
The trip was an
opportunity to observe the
culture and practices of
Afro-Latinos in Cuba.
“It looked at the slave
trade in Cuba and some of
the other cultural rituals,
such as religion and

so-forth, which came from
Africa,” Cheers said.
SJSU industrial systems
engineering
alumnus
Danny McLane traveled to
Cuba in 2016 for the FLP.
McLane, who identifies
as African-American, said
that he could see differences
in the way people of color in
Cuba acted within society
on the island.
“They were united in
a low economic place.
Because of that, they had
to come together in a lot of
ways,” McLane said. “This
was something that was
not explained before I went
to Cuba.”
However, he still saw
a big disparity between
ethnicities.
He saw subtle hints of
racism at the hotel his
group stayed.
“Lighter skinned Cubans
would work closer with the
customers,” McLane said.

But darker skinned
Cubans were becoming
vocal about their struggles,
he added.
“I think that’s something
that brings us together,
even as we learn, here
in America, how to live
together as a community,”
McLane said. “Even as a
white student or a Mexican
student, there are people
across the world who look
like you, who share your
struggles.”
Follow Mauricio on Twitter
@mslaplantenews
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A new face on a historical institution
By Huan Xun Chan,
Nora Ramirez and
Javier Velez
NEWS EDITOR, SENIOR
REPORTER AND STAFF
WRITER

When Berry first moved to
Chicago for graduate school,
she found it a little difficult to
fit in the space.
“That experience is a little unsettling for me because
black people in Chicago, for
the most part, are understood
in one way – being black,” she
said.
Before coming to
SJSU, Berry served
as an associate
dean for academic affairs
in graduate
studies at the
University of
Texas in San
Antonio.
“In San
Antonio,
Texas, the
p opu l at i on
of blacks is
equally as

small as it is here. There is a
very large Latino population,
primarily Mexican-American, and there is a single notion of what it means to be
black in those spaces,” said
Berry.
With the sensibility and
understanding of the African-American
reality, Berry now

leads
the
50-year-old
ethnic studies department.
However, she said the only
real power she has is the power of the voice.
“To be vocal, to be clear
about what I feel is important,
to share those ideas with my
students, my colleagues and
my peers in other institutions,
that’s my power,” said Berry,
“But at the end of the day, that
is everybody’s superpower,
just the matter whether we
choose or not to exercise.”

Follow us on Twitter
@SpartanDaily

hta
Me
nal
y Ku

tion out of the small group of
black professors in general.
“Even when you think
about the number of us who
are here on campus, we’re a
very small number and [that]
is not unusual,” Berry said.
Berry added that elements of patriarchy exists in
African-American Studies,
as the history, culture and
other topics of the field, often times, are told from a
male perspective.
“I felt it was significantly important to shatter that.
Break it into pieces and have
it put it back together into a
brand new puzzle,” Berry said.
Born in Philadelphia, Berry has settled in different areas
for her studies and educational careers.
Over the years, she
learned that there are multiple ways in which the black
experience unfolds.
As her father’s family
came from the Caribbean
and there are large Caribbean communities in east
coast cities, it had always
been welcoming for her
to walk into those spaces and understand
the African diaspora
there.

to b
Pho

Sitting in her office,
Theodorea Regina Berry,
chair of the department of
African-American
Studcan Stud
ies, manages all
the day-to-dayy
operations of
the academic
unit.
Berry became part of
the San Jose
State community
ty
in August 2018 and
quickly made some changes
to the department’s mission.
“When I was a freshman
here, there were only a few
courses that were offered,”
said Malachi Taylor an African-American Studies senior.
In spring 2019, new classes
were added to the repertoire
to give students specialized
knowledge about African and
African-American communities, as well as to expand the
career possibilities for students interested in this field.
This change was made
possible with the addition of
Berry.
Among the three finalist
candidates to be the new department chair, Berry was the
only one with administrative
experience in an academic
unit, according to Walter Jacobs, dean of the college of
social sciences.
“That is important because
she was brought in to be the
department chair and more
specifically to try to build up
the department,” Jacobs said.

Berry’s goal for herself is
to raise the profile of the department, although she said
it is very difficult when the
department only has two fulltime faculty members.
“It would be the primary
space where, one, students
would recognize it as a strong
African-American Studies
department,
and two, a
departme
space
spac [that] would
be
b committed to
continuing and
supporting the
efforts of social
juice within the
local community and nationally,”
Berry
said.
B
She shared that her
journey as a professor started
with her interest in learning
about the reasons why fewer
black women were teachers in
schools.
As a black academic, she
found herself sitting in her
classes during her doctoral
experience alone as the only
black woman. She didn’t have
any black women professors
or any black professors for
that matter.
“I found that, wow, I was
engaging lots of black women in my own personal circle
that had all kinds of rich
history and
exp er iences.
Most of what
I was learning
in school did not
reflect their visibility
at all,” Berry said.
Now as chair and
professor of the African-American Studies
department, Berry notices that there is still a
small number of black
women in higher educa-

Then and now: Students discuss ethnic studies

In 1969, the Spartan Daily asked San Jose State students whether or not white people should be allowed to enroll
in African-American studies courses. We sent out our staﬀ to ask current students the same question. The views
expressed by students, past or current, do not necessarily reﬂect the views of the Spartan Daily staﬀ.

Campus Voices
By Kelsey Valle and Cindy Cuellar
AMARIYA MANLEY, finance senior –

“I feel like anyone should be able to participate in any class, no
matter the race, gender, ethnicity. It’s all the same.”

ANTHONY PADUA, industrial engineering

“Everyone should be able to learn about African-American
culture and their experience in the United States.”
AUSTIN NGUYEN, political science senior –

“I think other people should be taking these classes because if we stay
within our own communities, if I stay purely as a male, as an AsianAmerican, how am I supposed to know what other communities are
going through?”
COLLIN NUWORSOO, RTVF senior –

“It’s what you get out of it. So if you come out of it and are like ‘wow,
I never knew this about black people! That’s great!’ and you don’t do
anything about it, I feel like you’re just wasting your time. If you’re going to
take the class, I suspect that you want to learn something from it.”
ESMERALDA MALDONADO, sophomore justice studies –

“Yes because they get more educated on their history and they
can get a better understanding of where they come from and there’s
less ignorance from them.”

ARIANA VARGAS, business senior –

“I feel like we should all learn about each other’s cultures and educate
each other, so that when we talk to someone, it’s like we understand each
other because we know what we all went through and the core of it.”

KAITLYN GARNER, environmental science junior –

“If we want to do this whole thing of everyone’s equal then it
should be everyone’s allowed to take the same courses.”

JIWOO LEE, biomedical engineering freshman –

“Yeah because the reason why we have so much conflict in this world
is because of divisiveness and just letting white people not enroll in black
history classes just adds to the problem of divisiveness.”
SPARTAN DAILY VOLUME 56, ISSUE 82 - PUBLISHED MARCH 12, 1969
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Are college athletics better
than professional sports?
Yes, NCAA has greater reach
Kunal Mehta
STAFF WRITER

College-level sports
are worth way more
than what you see on
the surface.
Yes, the athletes and
coaches are important,
but what distinguishes collegiate sports is
the value it provides
to fans.
Even after graduating, most alumni continue to follow and root
for the sports teams of
their alma mater. With
cheap tickets and high
quality athletes – what
else do you need?

ing out, but I knew that
college sports were still
important to me. I was
accepted to a different
Big Ten school, and
within my first week
of being on campus, I
found myself in a giant
football stadium with
my peers.
College sports bring
entire
communities
together. Take the story of Tyler Trent, the
terminally-ill
Purdue student who inspired millions with his
indomitable spirit.

Sports are a great unifier, and
the addition of college teams
just brings it to another level
professional teams lack.
When I was growing up, I recall spending New Year’s Day
watching the 2004 Rose
Bowl to see the Michigan Wolverines take
on the University of
Southern California.
It was one of those
afternoons that I became indoctrinated in
loving the University of
Michigan – my father’s
alma mater.
In
high
school,
I set my sights on
attending Michigan.
I did research
on professors and
applied
for
every
scholarship possible.
I put way more effort in trying to attend
Michigan than any
other school.
The goal of becoming a Wolverine,
like my dad, propelled me through my
college applications.
It didn’t end up work-

In addition, I found
myself in an Ohio State
bar the same night the
Buckeyes were in Purdue, taking on the Boilermakers in a Big Ten
football matchup.
Purdue had decided
to celebrate Trent at the
game by chanting “cancer sucks” throughout
the game.
Purdue upset the
Buckeyes that night,
mostly powered by
their hate of cancer,
all but ending the
Buckeyes’ bid for a
national championship.
And yet the Buckeye
fans I was with, whose
dreams were shattered
that night, didn’t seem
that upset, given that
they had just lost to
a school that chanted “fuck cancer” the
entire night.
Sports are a great
unifier, and the addition of college teams

just brings it to
another level professional teams lack.
Living in San Jose,
I’m most likely to meet
Sharks and Giants
fans, but our college
loyalties tend to be all
over the map.
If I meet someone
new that I have little
in common with, we
can easily start talking
about our school’s historic moments and
how the referees always
make terrible calls.
My dad never hesitates to bring up how
former San Francisco 49ers coach Jim
Harbaugh is in his
Michigan yearbook.
It’s not surprising to
me that Harbaugh is
now coaching at Michigan, since he can avoid
all of the drama of
professional sports.
Bad owners, salary
caps and trade drama aren’t issues in
college sports.
College athletes aren’t
paid and there’s no risk of
your favorite player being traded away because
they can only transfer to
another school on their
own volition.
Plus, if you don’t live
in a major-media market, you’re unlikely to
have a professional team
near you – but there
will always be a college
to support.
All of this builds up to
a truly fan-friendly experience – mostly.
There are definitely problems with college sports that need
to be addressed.
Salaries of some
coaches are ridiculous compared to what
the average college
professor makes.
There’s a legitimate argument to be made that
athletes deserve better
fiscal compensation.
But with all that taken into consideration,
college sports are still
worth it.
Follow Kunal on Twitter
@legoktm

No, pro sports raise standards
Jonathan Austin
STAFF WRITER

Why do people like
terrible things? This is
a question I ask myself when people talk
about their fascination with watching
college sports.
When compared to
the professional levels
of the same sport, college is always worse.
Let’s take men’s basketball for example, in
which a high school
player only has a
0.9 percent chance
to play for a Division
I team in the NCAA,
according
to
the
association’s website.
That’s
a
pretty
significant portion of
players who don’t make
it, so the competition
is pretty good right?
Now, imagine, only
1.2 percent of those
players get drafted
into
the
NBA,
according to The New
York Times.
The level of competition and skill is astronomical in the NBA.
Business Insider reported that most players who do make it
into the league don’t
play for more than
four seasons.
So why wouldn’t
you want to watch the
top 1 percent of the
top 1 percent?
To the credit of college basketball, the
NCAA March Madness
tournament is more
entertaining than the
NBA regular season.
CBS news reported that the tournament that made $857
million in 2018 alone
will
only
become
more profitable.
The “one and done”
concept
implemented in this tournament
raises the stakes.
This greatly differs
from the seven-game

NBA playoff and finals
series.
Despite the prestige
of the tournament, the
NCAA has no shortage
of pitfalls.
Student-athletes cannot transfer teams as
easily as their professional counterpoints.
Additionally, collegiate-level sports are
too broad and hard
to follow.

It confuses me
that people
would watch
an objectively
worse version
of a thing they
obviously
enjoy.

this semester, began
selling officially licensed
Adidas Spartan football
jerseys.
In contrast, sports
teams such as the Golden State Warriors and
the San Jose Sharks are
very well known, so
their merchandise can
be purchased at most
big retailers.
The fan bases are
spread way to thin for
colleges too.
For example, North
Carolina
fans
are
split between Duke
and the University of
North Carolina.
Besides
perennial contenders though,
the schools who no
one watches nationally,
because they are bad,
cannot possibly have
enough fans.
I
don’t
understand the fandom of
college sports.
The competition is
worse, the format is
worse and the overall
game experience across
all sports is worse because of the players that
are in their respective
conferences.
Pro sports are where
the world’s best athletes, in the prime
of their skill and
athleticism, go.
A
student-athlete
can always register for
the NBA or NFL draft,
but an MLB player
cannot opt to play for
their college team a
second time.
Furthermore, professional athletes are generously
compensated
for their services whereas NCAA restrictions
permit their student
athletes from getting
a dime.
That leads to a lot of
questionable viewership
from my perspective.
It confuses me that
people would watch
an objectively worse
version of a thing they
obviously enjoy.

There are more than
347 Division I schools
across each state, except
Alaska, in the association, according to the
NCAA.
Professional
sports
leagues such as the MLB
and NBA have 32 teams
at most.
The majority of college sports fans typically
support
the
school they or a family
member attended.
But the reality is that
not everyone has the
means or the desire to go
to college.
One of the hallmarks
of professional sports
is that most professional sports teams’ fan
bases are determined
by geography.
Another key advantage for professional
sports is merchandise.
Our very own San Jose Follow Jonathan on Twitter
@AustinFound1
State bookstore, only
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SJSU track and field legacy lives on
By Jozy Prabhu
STAFF WRITER

San Jose State’s historic men’s track team was
officially reinstated this
year after being cut from
the athletic department
31 years ago.
The team just finished
its indoor track season,
and the coaches said they
are especially excited to
build the program to its
former glory.
“It’s a tremendous history in this program,”
said assistant coach
Christopher Asher. “I tell
these guys, ‘We gotta be
good because there’s a
legacy here.’ ”
Asher said many older
coaches and former mentors have reached out
to congratulate him on
restoring the legacy of
men’s track at SJSU, also
known as “Speed City.”
SJSU got the nickname
Speed City under head
coach Bud Winter. From
1941-1970, the Spartans
broke 43 world records.
Among the record holders are Tommie Smith and
John Carlos.
The two became Black
Power icons at the 1968
Mexico City Olympics
when they raised their
fists, unzipped their
Olympic jackets and took
off their shoes while
standing on the podium.
Asher said he makes
sure to incorporate the
significance of the team’s
history during meets.
“[With] it being black
history month, I talked
to the team today about
the legacy, and the people
and the activists [of the

team],” said Asher.
Even at the Mountain
West Indoor Track and
Field Championships this
past weekend, the team
constantly got recognized
for its reinstatement.
“A lot of referees or
umpires came up to us,”
said freshman sprinter Michael Harris III.
“[They said] ‘[There’s] a
lot of history behind your
school. It’s really awesome
that [John Carlos and
Tommie Smith] did that
and stood up.’ So, that’s
pretty cool.”
As the team races on
forward, it maintains
pride for SJSU’s history.
“I’d say we look up to
[John Carlos and Tommie
SPARTAN DAILY FILE PHOTO (1968)
Smith] a lot with what
John
Carlos
(left)
and
Tommie
Smith,
banished
Olympic
track
stars,
were
reluctant
to talk to reporters after
they’ve accomplished,”
arriving
at
the
San
Jose
airport
following
the
1968
Olympics.
That
was
when
they
led
the
Black Power Protest.
said Harris III. “Both in
the political justice side
followed by Utah State with letes [in the Mountain West]
and sports history.”
Freshman
sprinter 97 points, New Mexico with going at it,” said Harris III.
Brendan Manigo, who is 86 points, Wyoming with 76 “[Track] is basically their life.”
Manigo used the meet
doing track for the first points and Boise State with
to scout out his competitime since early high 55 points.
According to Asher, tion and get ready for the
school, wanted to be a
member of the team part- there are no indoor tracks outdoor meets.
“I have a better feel of
in California, which means
ly because of its history.
what
it means to be a track
“[I] definitely do feel most of the teams aren’t
runner
in college,” said
[like I’m] a part of some- used to the layout and feel of
Manigo.
“It just makes me
thing special, just being the track.
feel
more
ready for the
“This is my secon the track team where
outdoor
season
because I
so many things have hap- ond indoor meet,” said
know
I
can
improve
more
pened,” said Manigo. “I Harris III. “So, it was still
and
get
better
times.”
[can] be a part of the a lot different than I ever
Even though the team
rebuilding of [the team].” ran before.”
has
a lot of pressure
Still, seven of the team
Out of seven teams,
because
of its history,
the Spartans placed members made personal bests
Asher
isn’t
worried.
last throughout the 17 at the meet, and although
“The
team
started to
events, with 3 points they want to improve, they
improve
at
the
last meet,”
overall in the Mountain say they are proud of their
said
Asher.
“We’re
looking
progress.
The
team
is
looking
West Indoor Track and
forward
to
going
to the
forward
to
the
upcoming
outField Championship.
outdoor
season.”
door
season
in
March.
Colorado State won
PHOTO COURTESY OF CRAIG HUFF
“It shows me how much
the conference with 151
harder
I
need
to
work
at
it,
points. Air Force came in
Follow Jozy on Twitter San Jose State track and field runner Aidan Jardon
second with 136 points, when I see all the other ath@PrabhuJoanna competes at an indoor tournament in January.

CLASSIFIEDS
CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

JOKIN’
AROUND
Are you going
to finish that
atom?

You want to
split it?

SOLUTIONS

ACROSS
1. Carve in stone
5. Mops
10. Leer at
14. You (archaic)
15. Paths
16. Gunk
17. Up to now
19. Credit or playing
20. Not on
21. Roasters
22. Arctic sled dog
23. Stammer
25. Iniquities
27. Pallid
28. Stiff hairs
31. Student
34. Gateaux
35. Genus of macaws
36. Analogous
37. Lugged
38. Hotels
39. Dowel
40. Seat
41. Walks through water
42. A star-shaped character
44. Flee
45. Regarding

46. A narrow ridge of hills
50. Felt-like fabric
52. Depart
54. Grippe
55. Unique
56. A society of women
58. Flower stalk
59. Not outer
60. Therefore
61. On the left or right
62. Equals
63. Untidyness
DOWN
1. Community spirit
2. Larceny
3. Island in NW Greece
4. Color
5. Slob
6. Thin disk of unleavened
bread
7. Again
8. Ancient Norse warrior
9. South southeast
10. Supernatural
11. Meadow
12. Lie in wait

13. Countercurrent
18. Whole
22. Snake sound
24. Identical or fraternal
26. Competed
28. Dye with wax
29. Sea eagle
30. Back talk
31. Dad
32. Hawaiian strings
33. Wearing twin plaits
34. Shore
37. Not fat
38. Poetic foot
40. Algonquian Indian
41. Bet
43. Cellular catalyst
44. Admirers
46. Despiser
47. Previously
48. Blockages
49. Praise
50. Head honcho
51. Against
53. Feudal worker
56. Take in slowly
57. Skirt’s edge
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Earthquakes shake San Pedro Square
Photos by Jonathan Austin, Staff Writer

San Jose Earthquakes players attend the Earthquakes season kick-oﬀ at San Pedro Square Wednesday night.

Season ticket holder Sue Wessell stands with her
newest possession, an Earthquakes soccer ball autographed by the players themselves.

Aston (left) and Kennedy (right) walk up and say
hello to the Earthquakes mascot nicknamed Q.

Local legend “Krazy” George poses onstage
before the players’ question and answer period.

Bowlers spare Sunday evenings
to compete in Student League
By Olivia Wray
STAFF WRITER

If you thought you could
go down to the Student
Union Bowling Center on a
Sunday evening and expect it
to be quiet, you’d be wrong.
Instead, you’ll find 40 student
bowlers who want to take
a break from daily school
life and bowl against some
friendly competition.
The student bowling
league, known as the Sunday
Student League, is different
from SJSU’s club bowling
team. Members from the
club team can participate in
the league and join other students to form teams of four.
Computer science sophomore Nick Fulton helped
organize
the
student
league and he helps run it
every Sunday.
“I joined the league primarily because I wanted
to actually have a reason
to practice and get better,”
Fulton said. “Since I work at
the bowling center, I found

a couple of teams that needed one more person and I
reached out, which is how I
joined my team.”
Bowling Center manager
Larry Aldama and Fulton are
in charge of the SJSU faculty league, which started last
year. Fulton wanted to participate in a league as a Student
Union employee, but couldn’t
join the faculty league as
a student.
Aldama and Fulton tried
to create a student league
last semester on Saturday
afternoons, but only a small
amount of Bowling Center
staff members participated. Many students were still
unaware that the Student
Union Bowling Center
had reopened back in 2018.
“This year, the league
really kicked off because
the bowling team members
joined in,” Aldama said.
Student bowlers reached
out to the bowling team and
it helped make the Sunday
league more popular.
Student bowlers said they

signed up after they saw
announcements when they
visited the Bowling Center.
Staff members also encouraged students to join.
Music education sophomore Kylee Wells, a Student
Union Bowling Center
employee, also participates in
the Sunday league.
“Kylee wasn’t a bowler
until she started working at
the bowling center last year
when I taught her some tips
and so did her co-workers,
who are on the school’s bowling team,” Aldama said.
Last semester, Wells was
OLIVIA WRAY | SPARTAN DAILY
approached by Rejoice
Dizon, political science senior Kylee Wells shows oﬀ her Vise tape that coincidentally happens to show oﬀ her
and bowling team member, school spirit. The tape is used to get a better grip and feeling when bowling.
about joining the women’s
team. As Wells started to get Lindsey Wong and other wanted to participate and get
“It is a ‘student’ league after
to know more bowling team members on the team,” involved in something during all and we’re hoping there are
members, she practiced and Wells said.
her time at SJSU.
more students involved in the
was ready to join the team.
Manager Aldama said
“I just never thought next league,” Wells said. “The
“I really got into bowling Wells has improved as a it would be bowling!” league is just a way to hang
because I knew that we had bowler now that she is on said Wells.
out with friends, have fun
to compete against other the bowling team and particThis spring, more students and bowl.”
schools during the season, ipates in the Sunday league.
are taking part in Bowling
Follow Olivia on Twitter
so I practiced and asked a
As a student in her sec- Center activities, according
@bmo_liv
lot of questions to my coach ond year, Wells knew she to staff members.

